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IMPORTANCE Tobacco is a leading global disease risk factor. Understanding national trends in prevalence and consumption is critical for prioritizing action and evaluating tobacco control progress.

OBJECTIVE To estimate the prevalence of daily smoking by age and sex and the number of cigarettes per smoker per day for 187 countries from 1980 to 2012.

DESIGN Nationally representative sources that measured tobacco use (n = 2102 country-years of data) were systematically identified. Survey data that did not report daily tobacco smoking were adjusted using the average relationship between different definitions. Age-sex-country-year observations (n = 38 315) were synthesized using spatial-temporal gaussian process regression to model prevalence estimates by age, sex, country, and year. Data on consumption of cigarettes were used to generate estimates of cigarettes per smoker per day.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Modeled age-standardized prevalence of daily tobacco smoking by age, sex, country, and year; cigarettes per smoker per day by country and year.

RESULTS Global modeled age-standardized prevalence of daily tobacco smoking in the population older than 15 years decreased from 41.2% (95% uncertainty interval [UI], 40.0%-42.6%) in 1980 to 31.1% (95% UI, 30.2%-32.0%; P < .001) in 2012 for men and from 10.6% (95% UI, 10.2%-11.1%) to 6.2% (95% UI, 6.0%-6.4%; P < .001) for women. Global modeled prevalence declined at a faster rate from 1996 to 2006 (mean annualized rate of decline, 1.7%; 95% UI, 1.5%-1.9%) compared with the subsequent period (mean annualized rate of decline, 0.9%; 95% UI, 0.5%-1.3%; P = .003). Despite the decline in modeled prevalence, the number of daily smokers increased from 721 million (95% UI, 700 million–742 million) in 1980 to 967 million (95% UI, 944 million–989 million; P < .001) in 2012. Modeled prevalence rates exhibited substantial variation across age, sex, and countries, with rates below 5% for women in some African countries to more than 55% for men in Timor-Leste and Indonesia. The number of cigarettes per smoker per day also varied widely across countries and was not correlated with modeled prevalence.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Since 1980, large reductions in the estimated prevalence of daily smoking were observed at the global level for both men and women, but because of population growth, the number of smokers increased significantly. As tobacco remains a threat to the health of the world's population, intensified efforts to control its use are needed.
he year 2014 marks the 50th anniversary of the release of the first US surgeon general’s report on the health effects of smoking. The report’s conclusions led to further research on both the consequences of tobacco use and potential interventions to reduce tobacco prevalence and cigarette consumption. A wide range of effective interventions are available including increasing prices and bans on advertising, promotion, sales to minors, and smoking in public places.2-5 The adoption of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) in 2003 and its subsequent ratification by 177 countries reflects growing global efforts to control tobacco.6,7 Despite such efforts, tobacco continues to adversely influence global health patterns, leading to 5.7 million deaths, 6.9% of years of life lost, and 5.5% of disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) in 2010.8,9 Given the importance of tobacco as a risk to health, monitoring the distribution and intensity of tobacco use is critical for identifying priority areas for action and evaluating progress.

Early efforts to estimate smoking prevalence10,11 were based on limited data for many developing countries. Investments in multicountry survey programs have subsequently substantially expanded the primary data available for monitoring. The most recent cross-sectional estimates of smoking prevalence were for 2011.7 Efforts to track cigarette consumption per capita have been less systematic over time, with results that differ substantially by source.12-14 The Tobacco Atlas15 has greatly facilitated the policy use of these data by assembling them in 1 location.

Despite improvements in data availability, information on trends has not been synthesized in a systematic and consistent way. This article presents modeled estimates of levels and trends in the prevalence of smoking by age and sex and consumption of cigarettes for 187 countries from 1980 to 2012.

Methods

Data

Prevalence data from major multicountry survey programs were identified, including the Demographic and Health Surveys,16 the Global Youth Tobacco Surveys,17 the Global Adult Tobacco Surveys,18 the World Health Organization (WHO) STEPwise Approach to Surveillance program,19 the Eurobarometer Surveys,20 the Living Standards Measurement Studies,21 the Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys,22 the World Health Surveys,23 and the Reproductive Health Surveys.24 These sources cover 702 country-years of data. In addition, various national multiyear survey programs including national health surveys, national addiction surveys, and national risk factor surveys were included. We searched 3 large databases—the WHO Global InfoBase,25 the International Smoking Statistics,26,27 and the Global Health Data Exchange28—to identify additional nationally representative surveys. Jointly, these 3 databases contain estimates from published articles, national survey reports, and ministry of health websites. Duplicates across the databases were dropped, with preference given to sources with microdata. In total we used 2102 country-years of data for a total of 38 315 country-year-age-sex data points from 181 countries. There were 6 countries with no data (Afghanistan, Angola, Central African Republic, Guinea-Bissau, Somalia, and Turkmenistan). The methods used to generate estimates for these countries are described in more detail below and in the Supplement. eTable 15 in the Supplement provides a comprehensive list of all sources used in the analysis.

Data from 4 sources, which reported on both manufactured and nonmanufactured tobacco, were used to estimate consumption: (1) the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations on tobacco production as primary commodities for domestic supply (in tonnes, where 1 tonne is approximately equivalent to 1 million sticks of cigarettes) for 168 countries from 1961 to 2009; (2) the Tobacco Yearbook of the US Department of Agriculture, which reported on manufactured cigarettes for domestic consumption (in sticks) for 165 countries from 1960 to 2005; (3) Euromonitor International data on cigarette sales from both retail and illicit trade (in sticks) for 72 countries from 1998 to 2012; and (4) data on the sales of factory-manufactured cigarettes (in sticks) for 18 countries from 1997 to 2012 (Christopher Tan, MBA, written communication, September 2013). Manufactured data were not restricted to machine-made cigarettes; they also included other tobacco types such as roll-your-own cigarettes (see the Supplement).

Definitions

Data sources on prevalence differed in several ways, notably in the way they asked about frequency of smoking and type of tobacco smoked (eTables 1 and 2 in the Supplement). For frequency, the focus was on daily smokers or smoking at least 1 time per day, given the significant health risks associated with daily smoking, even at low levels of consumption.29-34 The evidence is much less conclusive with respect to differential health outcomes based on the type of tobacco that is smoked.35,36 In this study, smoking of any tobacco product was included. Thus, the definition of a smoker in this article is someone who smokes any type of tobacco product at least once per day.

For reporting purposes, countries were grouped into developing and developed countries as classified in the Global Burden of Disease Study (eTable 10 in the Supplement).

Data Processing

Algorithms were developed to adjust data reported using other definitions to the reference definition of daily smokers of all tobacco products (eTables 3 and 4 in the Supplement). Data sources that provided information on multiple definitions from the same population were used in ordinary least-squares regressions to approximate the relationship between categories of frequency and categories of type. The coefficients from the regressions were then used to adjust data that were reported using nonstandard definitions (eTables 5-8 in the Supplement). The prediction errors from the adjustment model were added to the standard error so that the uncertainty from the relationship between different definitions is propagated into subsequent analytical steps.
For surveys with microdata, estimates for 5-year age groups and each sex were extracted. The relative prevalence of smoking by age and sex was used to adjust data that were reported for aggregate age groups or both sexes combined. More details are provided in the Supplement.

**Data Synthesis**

**Prevalence**

In many cases, multiple sources for the same year implied different levels of prevalence. In other cases, prevalence data were not available for the entire 33-year period of analysis. To address both issues and generate a complete time series that synthesized all available data, a spatial-temporal regression model (ST) and gaussian process regression (GPR) were used. The ST-GPR has been extensively used in global health systematic analyses, most notably in generating many Global Burden of Disease Study estimates. Cross-validation analyses were conducted to assess the robustness of the modeling strategy (eTable 9 in the Supplement).

**Consumption**

Estimating consumption had 2 major analytical challenges. First, none of the consumption sources had a complete time series for all countries. Second, the series varied widely in the level of consumption for a given country and year. To avoid compositional bias in the synthesis of the 4 series on consumption, first, missing values were imputed using the method developed by James et al. The 4 sources were then synthesized into a single estimate of consumption using GPR (see the Supplement).

**Age Standardization and Uncertainty Intervals**

Age-standardized prevalence rates for the population aged 15 years or older were computed using the WHO age standard. Using simulation methods, 1000 draws (unbiased random samples) were taken from the uncertainty distributions of prevalence and of consumption. Uncertainty intervals (UIs) for prevalence and consumption were based on computation of the results for each of the 1000 draws; the lower bound of the 95% UI for the final quantity of interest is the 2.5 percentile of the distribution and the upper bound is the 97.5 percentile of the distribution. These UIs reflect multiple sources of uncertainty, including the unexplained variance in the GPR mean function, sampling uncertainty, and uncertainty from mapping from different definitions of frequency and type to daily tobacco smoking.

**Results**

**Global Estimates**

Between 1980 and 2012, the estimated age-standardized prevalence of daily tobacco smoking for men declined from 41.2% (95% UI, 40.0%-42.6%) to 31.1% (95% UI, 30.2%-32.0%; \( P < .001 \)), an average annual rate of decline of 0.9% (95% UI, 0.8%-1.0%; \( P < .001 \)) and for women declined from 10.6% (95% UI, 10.2%-11.1%) to 6.2% (95% UI, 6.0%-6.4%; \( P < .001 \)) or 1.7% (95% UI, 1.5%-1.9%; \( P < .001 \)) per year (Figure 1A; Interactive at jama.com). Global progress in reducing the age-standardized prevalence of smokers appeared to fall into 3 phases for both men and women (Figure 1B): modest progress from 1980 to...
In men, prevalence increased rapidly in the 15- to 19-year and 20- to 24-year age groups in both developed and developing countries. While the age pattern of prevalence differed markedly between developed and developing countries, the age pattern of prevalence in women was very similar to men, but at a much lower level. In developing countries, prevalence among women was very low and increased with age, a unique age pattern. The highest prevalence rates (>20%) in women occurred between ages 20 and 49 years in developed countries, while rates higher than 40% were observed among men between the ages of 40 and 54 years in developing countries. Figure 2B shows that in both sexes, the largest annualized rates of change worldwide between 1980 and 2012 were achieved among 15- to 19-year-olds: −1.8% (95% UI, −2.8% to −0.8%; P = .001) for men and −2.8% (95% UI, −3.5% to −2.1%; P < .001) for women.

Variation in Prevalence Across Countries in 2012

Figure 3 illustrates the variation in 2012 in estimated age-standardized daily smoking prevalence for men and women for the population aged 15 years or older in 187 countries. Estimated prevalence of daily smoking in men ranged from more than 50% in Armenia, Indonesia, Kiribati, Laos, Papua New Guinea, Russia, and Timor-Leste to less than 10% in Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Ethiopia, Ghana, Niger, Nigeria, Sao Tome and Principe, Sudan, and Suriname. Low prevalence among men (<20%) occurred in countries in sub-Saharan Africa and in some developed countries that successfully reduced prevalence. Figure 3 also shows that there was considerable within-region variation in smoking rates; for example, while modeled prevalence was generally low in sub-Saharan Africa,
Figure 3. Estimated Age-Standardized Prevalence of Daily Smoking in 2012

A Age–standardized smoking prevalence among men, 2012

B Age–standardized smoking prevalence among women, 2012

Deciles of prevalence were calculated for men and women combined.
it was high among men in Djibouti and Sierra Leone at 39% (95% UI, 34.0%-43.9%) and 31% (95% UI, 27.3%-34.4%), respectively. Estimated prevalence was very high among men in South, Southeast, and East Asia, with Bhutan the only country with prevalence lower than 20%.

For women, estimated prevalence in 2012 exceeded 30% in Greece, Bulgaria, and Kiribati and was higher than 25% in 7 other countries: Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Chile, France, Hungary, and Macedonia. Conversely, in a number of countries, estimated prevalence for women was 1% or lower, including Azerbaijan, Algeria, Cameroon, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gambia, Lesotho, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Sri Lanka, and Sudan. There were also large variations within regions, with Chile and Uruguay having much higher estimated prevalence rates than other countries in Latin America, while Albania, Belarus, Finland, Lithuania, Moldova, Norway, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden, and Ukraine had much lower estimated prevalence than elsewhere in Europe. In Asia, smoking among women in Nepal was comparatively high at 16.9% (95% UI, 14.1%-19.7%). In Oceania, Kiribati, Papua New Guinea, and Tonga had high estimated prevalence among women (>21%) compared with other countries in the region (<16%).

Estimated age-standardized prevalence of daily smoking in men was only weakly correlated with that in women in 2012 (r = 0.38; P < .001), with prevalence in men exceeding that in women in all countries except Sweden (eFigure in the Supplement).

eTables 12 and 14 in the Supplement provide detailed estimates for the 187 countries included in this study for 1980, 1996, 2006, and 2012 of estimated age-standardized prevalence of daily tobacco smoking for men and women aged 15 years or older, estimated number of smokers aged 15 years or older for men and women, estimated total cigarette consumption, estimated cigarette consumption per adult per year, and estimated cigarette consumption per smoker per day.

Annualized Rates of Change in the Prevalence of Tobacco Smoking

Figure 4 compares the annualized rate of change in the estimated age-standardized prevalence of daily tobacco smoking among persons aged 15 years or older with the estimated baseline prevalence in 1980 separately for men and women. Annualized rate of change captures the relative reduction in smoking prevalence and was largely uncorrelated with initial prevalence levels in 1980 (r = −0.26; P < .001 for men and r = −0.13; P = .08 for women). For men, annualized rates of decline of 2% or more occurred in 17 countries, with the greatest rates of decline observed in Canada, Iceland, Mexico, Norway, and Sweden. During the same period, 6 countries (Cote d’Ivoire, Croatia, Kazakhstan, Mauritania, Saudi Arabia, and Serbia) exhibited statistically significant increases in prevalence (P < .05 for all countries). For women, annualized rates of decline greater than 2% were achieved in 22 countries, while 12 countries exhibited statistically significant increases in prevalence since 1980. Bolivia, Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Israel, Norway, Sweden, and the United States all had prevalence rates in 1980 higher than 20% but achieved annualized rates of decline of greater than 2%, whereas Austria, Bulgaria, and Greece, which also had prevalence rates greater than 20% in 1980, showed statistically significant increases since then.

eTable 13 in the Supplement provides the annualized rates of change for the 3 periods (1) 1980-1995, (2) 1996-2005, and (3) 2006-2012. For men, the mean annualized rates of change across countries accelerated from −0.4% (95% UI, −0.6% to −0.2%) to −1.7% (95% UI, −1.9% to −1.4%; P < .001) between periods 1 and 2 and slowed to −0.8% (95% UI, −1.3% to −0.2%; P = .005) in period 3. For women, the mean annualized rates of change were not significantly different across the 3 periods and went from −1.6% (95% UI, −1.9% to −1.3%) in period 1 to −1.9% (95% UI, −2.2% to −1.6%; P = .08) in period 2 and to −1.6% (95% UI, −2.2% to −1.1%; P = .21) in period 3.

Number of Cigarettes Smoked

In 2012, there were 34 countries where the average number of cigarettes per daily smoker per day was less than 10, 78 countries with average consumption between 10 and 20 cigarettes per day, and 75 countries with consumption greater than 20 cigarettes per day (eTable 14 in the Supplement). Total exposure to tobacco and associated risks to health are related to both intensity and prevalence. Figure 5 demonstrates how total exposure varied across countries by categorizing them into 6 groups based on estimated prevalence (below or above the global average) and cigarettes per daily smoker per day: low (<10), medium (10-20), and high (>20). The greatest health risks are likely to occur in countries with high prevalence and high consumption, including China, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Korea, the Philippines, Uruguay, Switzerland, and several countries in Eastern Europe, such as Russia. Several countries had high prevalence but low consumption, including Bangladesh, Bolivia, Chile, Nepal, the Solomon Islands, and Timor-Leste. There was no correlation between estimated prevalence and number of cigarettes smoked per smoker per day in 2012 (r = −0.04; P = .54), emphasizing that both need to be taken into account when monitoring a population’s exposure to tobacco.

Discussion

Global estimated age-standardized prevalence of daily tobacco smoking declined by 25% (95% UI, 21.4%-27.9%; P < .001) for men and by 42% (95% UI, 39.0%-45.0%; P < .001) for women between 1980 and 2012. The substantial population growth over this period contributed to a 41% (95% UI, 34.6%-47.2%; P < .001) increase in the number of male daily smokers and a 7% (95% UI, 2.0%-13.0%; P = .005) increase for female smokers. The number of cigarettes consumed worldwide increased by 26% (95% UI, 20.5%-31.8%; P < .001) during the same period, confirming that the global tobacco market continued to grow. During the past 3 decades, the pace of reduction in prevalence was greatest between 1996 and 2006 but was subsequently followed by a period of slower reductions at the global level.

Our trend analysis revealed several countries with large reductions in the prevalence of smoking among men, including Canada and Iceland, with prevalences in 2012 estimated at 16.7% (95% UI, 15.4%-18.3%) and 15.9% (95% UI, 14.6%-
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In Sweden, however, where estimated prevalence of daily smoking among men was 12.3% (95% UI, 11.0%-13.8%) in 2012, daily consumption increased since 1980 from 16.1 (95% UI, 14.0-18.2) to 22.5 (95% UI, 19.9-25.8; \( P < .001 \)) cigarettes per smoker per day, and there was also an increase in the consumption of snus, a form of oral tobacco that may be useful in helping smokers to quit.45,46 Although the health effects of snus remain controversial,47,48 it is likely that the recent trends in Sweden will result in reductions in disease burden attributable to tobacco in the coming decades.46 Several middle-income countries have also attained low prevalence in 2012, including Barbados (10.5%; 95% UI, 8.3%-13.1%), Costa Rica (16.1%; 95% UI, 13.9%-18.4%), the Dominican Republic (14.5%; 95% UI, 12.4%-16.7%), Ecuador (10.3%; 95% UI, 8.4%-12.3%), and Panama (13.8%; 95% UI, 11.5%-16.1%).

Estimated prevalence of daily smoking in women varied greatly across high-income countries in 2012, from less than 15% in Canada, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Sweden, and the United States to greater than 26% in Austria, Belgium, Chile, France, and Greece. Female estimated prevalence never exceeded 5% in many middle-income countries, while in others, including Bulgaria, Hungary, and Lebanon, prevalence rates exceeded 20%. Overall, estimated prevalence rates between men and women were weakly correlated. In 2012, 12 countries (including China and Indonesia), with male estimated prevalence greater than 40% and female estimated prevalence lower than 5%, accounted for almost 40% of the world’s smokers.

Four countries were successful in achieving reductions of greater than 50% in both male and female smoking prevalence since 1980: Canada, Iceland, Mexico, and Norway. More detailed analyses of the effect of implementation of proven policy strategies and how they were enacted in these countries49-53 could provide valuable insights for tobacco control elsewhere.
The estimated prevalence trends in this study provide an opportunity to assess the feasibility of the voluntary target for tobacco prevalence adopted by WHO member states in 2013, which implies an annual rate decline of 3%. This pace of decline was not achieved in any country during the period 1980 to 2012 for men and was observed only in countries that started with very low prevalence rates for women. Over shorter periods, annual rates of change greater than 3% were observed. Setting targets that are aspirational can be an effective motivator for action but can also act as a disincentive if they are too ambitious. To achieve the levels proposed in the voluntary targets would require sustained and immediate action.

The FCTC was adopted by the World Health Assembly in 2003 and has since been ratified by 177 countries. The FCTC’s implementation is now being scaled up in many countries, including advertising bans, bans of smoking in public places, increased tobacco taxation, mass-media countermarketing, and other strategies. The FCTC holds great promise; in some countries, like New Zealand, smoking prevalence rates have been steadily declining since the implementation of the Smoke-free Legislation amendment in 2003 and other health warning policies in 2007. Although preliminary evidence of the effect of concerted policy action in some countries is encouraging, the deceleration in reducing prevalence of daily smoking at the global level since 2006 is cause for concern and highlights the critical importance of careful and timely monitoring of changes in tobacco prevalence as new policies are adopted and implemented.

Trends in both prevalence and consumption are critical to monitor. The pattern of high prevalence and comparatively low cigarettes per smoker per day seen in South Asia and Southeast Asia is particularly noteworthy. While less harm is associated with low-intensity smoking compared with high-intensity smoking,33-34,54,55 the harm is still substantial. Heightened efforts are required in countries with low consumption to ensure that it remains low.

This study has several limitations. First, where microdata were not available, data from published tabulations were used. Second, additional uncertainty was introduced from...
crosswalk procedure into the final estimates. This could have resulted in overestimation or underestimation of prevalence levels. Third, the UIs are likely underestimated (see the Supplement for details), although the cross-validation analysis suggests that the magnitude of the underestimation is small. Fourth, because of data sparseness in some countries, the age and sex-splitting algorithm was based on the relative age and sex patterns of prevalence within Global Burden of Disease Study superregions for each decade. It is possible that the regional pattern may not be consistent with the pattern observed within each country. Fifth, in countries where data were sparse, the estimated trend was largely based on the trend in the consumption of cigarettes per capita. Sixth, there may exist sources of error in our estimation of consumption, as sometimes the time series from different sources were inconsistent and within series there were often large fluctuations from year to year. Furthermore, consumption data for countries with small populations, such as Caribbean island nations, could be affected by tobacco sales to travelers. Seventh, age-standardized rates reported in this study were estimated following the WHO population standard. This standard is younger than the age structure in many high-income countries. Eighth, the analysis relied on self-reported data, and it is possible that reporting bias varied across countries and over time. Finally, given that the focus of this study was daily tobacco smokers, the number of cigarettes smoked per day was overestimated because it was calculated from dividing all cigarettes consumed by the number of daily smokers rather than all smokers.

Although in several countries substantial uncertainty remains in monitoring tobacco exposure and estimating the disease burden associated with it, there can be no doubt that both are large. Policies and strategies to improve global health must include comprehensive efforts to control tobacco use, as envisaged under the FCTC. But implementation of policies is not enough; countries, and the global health community, need to collect timely, reliable, and detailed information on the effect of those policies, particularly among vulnerable populations and those being directly targeted by the tobacco industry. If global tobacco control is to benefit from concerted policy action, population-level surveillance of tobacco use and its health effects needs to be strengthened and routinely used to evaluate the impact of tobacco control strategies.

Conclusions

Despite progress in reducing prevalence of daily smoking since 1980, the number of smokers has increased steadily worldwide, and there are preliminary indications that global prevalence among men increased in recent years. Although many countries have implemented control policies, intensified tobacco control efforts are particularly needed in countries where the number of smokers is increasing.
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